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chapter 1

Defining twelfth-century fictionality

The aim of this chapter is to propose a working definition of fiction
applicable to the romanceswritten between about 1150 and 1220,making
no claim to wider validity. Even so, some assistance will be sought
from elsewhere (classical literature, modern philosophical theory) on
the grounds that, although some aspects of fiction vary widely over
time, others are common to different periods.

To start by taking classical antiquity into brief account is not so
irrelevant as it might seem. Plato’s criticism of poetry was acceptable to
early Christianity at odds with pagan literature and to early medieval
thought dominated by Platonism before the relatively late reception of
Aristotle,1 whose Poetics, although available to the LatinWest only from
the thirteenth century,2 provided arguments more favourable to fiction
than those of Plato.

Plato’s criticism rests on the view that the poet is a mere imitator,
dealing with appearances rather than with what is real and therefore pre-
senting a lie instead of the truth.3 The basis of his argument is a radical
distinction between poetry and philosophy, later adapted to Christian
ends as one between poetry and theology.4 As Plato’s myth of the cave
makes clear, the poet resembles the prisoners who, facing backwards,
see only the shadows cast by the fire, so that the product of the poet
is twice removed from reality. Plato’s objections to the dangers posed
by poetry (or by art at large) are fundamental: it accepts appearances
instead of questioning them; it apes the spiritual and thereby degrades
it; it aims at plausibility, so that its ‘truthfulness’ is a fake.5

As if these misgivings were not enough, Plato also has reservations
about writing and therefore about literature which has found its way
into writing.6 For him writing is inferior to memory and the living
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Defining twelfth-century fictionality

exchange of dialectic discourse; it resembles poetry in providing yet
another way of distancing oneself from truth and reality. Like art it
can lie and amount to imitation and forgery. The importance of this
criticism of writing is not merely that it reinforces the attack against
poetry (in the specific form of written poetry), but that it is also relevant
to fiction in particular, since the rise of fiction in classical Greece has
been associated with the beginnings of literacy there.7 (That these two
developments may be causally connected is suggested by the parallel in
the Middle Ages, where the genesis of vernacular fiction in the twelfth
century coincides with a new place for literacy in the literature meant
for laymen.)8 For Plato poetry (and, more specifically, fiction) is untruth
and unworthy of a philosopher.

With Aristotle the position is quite different. Fictionality is involved
in his view of poetry as imitation or mimesis, so that his Poetics de-
scribes what can be recognised as a theory of fiction.9 That this amounts
to a defence, as opposed to Plato’s critique, is clear when Aristotle,
instead of contrasting the poet with the philosopher, differentiates him
from the historian. Instead of ending up as a distinction between un-
truth and truth this defence argues that, whereas history makes par-
ticular statements, poetry makes general ones (and is therefore more
philosophical!).10 This universalising nature of poetry, telling not what
has happened but what could happen, makes it of greater value than
history. By claiming that this generalising function of poetry renders it
more philosophical Aristotle meets Plato’s critique on his own ground,
but he also does this when arguing that in poetry we should even prefer
plausible impossibilities to implausible possibilities.11 He thereby grants
a positive role to plausibility (whereas Plato saw this as a weakness, a
shirking of truth) and points to a central feature of fiction: that it should
not be judged by the standards of truth and untruth, like factual dis-
course (history or philosophy).12 Aristotle therefore acknowledges the
fictionality of poetry, whereas Plato rejects poetry because of that fea-
ture, and it is possible to read Aristotle’s Rhetoric and Poetics as a defence
against Plato’s attack.13

Whereas Plato’s thought dominated the early Middle Ages and his
attack on poetry was acceptable toChristian fundamentalism, Aristotle’s
Poetics became available in the West in a thirteenth-century translation
of anArabic commentary that presented the theory ofmimesis in amuch
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Defining twelfth-century fictionality

altered form.14 Because of this these two classical authorities appear to
be irrelevant to our discussion: Plato’s attack provided only a criticism of
fictionality, whilst Aristotle’s justification was known too late (and in a
bowdlerised form) to preside over the genesis of vernacular fiction in the
twelfth century. One way round this difficulty is to consider classical
Latin authors who shared Aristotle’s view and who were themselves
known in theMiddle Ages, especially in the twelfth century. In a century
termed an Ovidian age it is fitting that our example should come from
Ovid.

In Amores iii 12 Ovid says15 that, although he could have dealt with
historical themes (Thebes, Troy, Caesar), he has instead sung only of
Corinna (15–18), but that as a poet he is not to be believed as if he were
a witness (19) and that no weight is to be attached to his words. That the
authority which he disclaims is to be seen as historical (or biographical)
reliability is suggested when the fertile licence of poets is said to be tied
to no historica fide (historical trustworthiness, 41–2), so that the praise
of the poetic figure Corinna is in fact a lie (43–4), but not in the
sense of a wilful deception, for it is the credulity of his audience that
prevents them from seeing, as they should, that his words are untrue.16

In these lines Ovid reminds us of both Plato and Aristotle. Like Plato
(and others) he equates his poetry with lying, but he resembles Aristotle
in distinguishing the fictive nature of his apparently autobiographical
poetry from historical truth ( poetas and licentia vatum, poetic licence,
as opposed to testes, witnesses, and historica fide). By insisting that the
untruth of his poetry ( falso) should have been seen through and should
not have deceived his audience Ovid is making a point central to a
definition of fictionality, that it rests on a contract between author and
audience in which each consciously plays his allotted role.17

This example from Ovid, even though others could be adduced,18

represents only an isolated case, too narrow a basis for showing how
classical views on fictionality could have found their way into medieval
theory or practice.19 Another way, not so restricted, is to consider the
theory of classical rhetoric, transmitted to the Middle Ages largely
through Isidore of Seville, concerning the three types of narrative, genera
narrationis.20 According to this theory one of these types, historia, was a
true record of events that had actually taken place, but at some distance
in time from present memory. By contrast, fabula recounted fictitious
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Defining twelfth-century fictionality

events that neither had taken place nor could have conceivably done so
(as inAesop’s fables orOvid’sMetamorphoses). Logically situatedbetween
these two extremeswas the argumentum, dealingwith events that hadnot
happened, but could have. The direct value of this threefold division for
the development of a medieval theory of fictionality has been described
asmeagre,21 but thismust be questioned in the light of Mehtonen’s work
on the adaptation of old (rhetorical) concepts to new poetics, above
all in twelfth-century France.22 She draws on a wide variety of sources
(rhetoric, grammar, poetics, includingmedieval commentaries on earlier
sources), ranging from antiquity through to the early thirteenth century,
and shows that the threefold scheme defining degrees of truthfulness was
inherited from classical rhetoric, but interpreted anew under changed
cultural conditions. The scheme was utilised to legitimise poetics as a
new, independent discipline in the twelfth century, so that what had
originally been a rhetorical scheme could now be used for poetological
distinctions and even for the reading of a poetic text.23 The originally
rhetorical distinction between historia and fabula could also be applied
to the production of a fictional text, as when Chrétien’s intertextual ref-
erence toWace’s Roman de Rou in his Yvain is employed as a signal to his
fiction.24 Also of interest is the way in which Dominicus Gundissalinus,
for example, correlates the three types (which he expressly associates with
poetica as a scientia) with the Horatian prescription that poetry should
both delight and instruct,25 for we shall see that this, too, played a role
in finding a place for fiction in the twelfth century.26 There is therefore
every justification for taking account of these three types of narrative in
the definition of fictionality that must now be attempted.

Even though Haug nowhere defines what is for him a revolutionary
innovation of twelfth-century literature we must venture on a working
definition adequate to the scope of this book. I propose the following.

Fiction is a category of literary text which, although it may also
include events that were held to have actually taken place, gives an
account of events that could not conceivably have taken place and /or
of events that, although possible, did not take place, and which, in
doing so, invites the intended audience to be willing to make-believe
what would otherwise be regarded as untrue.

A number of points in this definition require elaboration.
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Defining twelfth-century fictionality

In equating fiction with literature this definition is deliberately
restricted to one field, a focusmade necessary by the wide use of the term
‘fiction’ (literary, but also legal, logical and mathematical).27 The defini-
tion is not intended to be applicable to fields other than literature, where
fiction is also a topic of current concern. These include philosophy,
where I have nonetheless borrowed ideas from Searle, Rorty, Newsom,
Currie, Walton, Lamarque and Olsen, without feeling it incumbent on
me to provide a formulation reconciling my literary concerns with their
philosophical ones.28 The same is true of art in the case of Gombrich
and Walton (even though the latter seeks a definition to embrace the
visual and the verbal arts).29 We need not press our definition that far,
nor indeed, within the field of literature, beyond the circumscribed
medieval period in which vernacular fiction in written form first arose.

A second point touches upon the inclusion in this definition of events
that were held to have taken place, for this appears to smuggle historia
or truth into the field properly reserved for fabula and argumentum.
Although rhetorical theory distinguishes between history and fiction,
historical details may still be included in fictional works, a fact acknowl-
edged by modern as well as by earlier theory. Currie argues that a ‘work
of fiction is a patchwork of truth and falsity, reliability and unreliability,
fiction-making and assertion’.30 Others, havingTolstoy inmind, observe
the conjunction of history (Napoleon’s invasion of Russia) with fiction
(Napoleon’s conversations, invented by Tolstoy, or the story of Pierre
andNatasha).31 Lamarque andOlsen point out that works of fiction can
also contain names of places or people from the extra-fictional world
(Moscow, Napoleon again) alongside fictional ones.32 Medieval paral-
lels, such as the contrast in Wolfram’s Parzival between Baghdad and
Anjou on the one hand and Munsalvaesche and Schastel Marveile on
the other, would not be far to seek.33 Wolfram also introduces the figure
of Prester John, regarded as historically credible, towards the close of
Parzival, whilst other romances dealing with the fall of Troy introduce
what could be regarded as a historical dimension by basing themselves
on the written accounts of Dares and Dictys, held to be eyewitnesses of
the Trojan War and therefore more reliable as ‘historians’ than the poet
Homer who lived much later.34 This presence of the extra-fictional even
within the fictional world has been further stressed with the observa-
tion that fictions can re-assemble familiar details in new combinations,
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Defining twelfth-century fictionality

so that, whilst the constituents may be drawn from reality, it is their
occurrence in a new combination that makes up the fiction.35

Earlier observers were also aware that, despite the distinctions made
by theory, history could often percolate through fiction. Aristotle knew
that, in addition to tragedies containing entirely fictitious names, there
are others where some names are not fictitious.36 Medieval critics of
Homer agree with classical ones in attacking him for having mixed
historical truth with impossible fictions such as the participation of the
gods in human events.37 Horace, on the other hand, while conceding
that Homer lied, praises him for having mixed the true with the false
in such a way that he remained consistent (and therefore plausible).38

Macrobius’ analysis of Virgil’s Aeneid proceeds along similar lines: the
Latin poet, too, added a fiction about Dido to an account of historical
events involving Aeneas’ departure from Troy and the founding of
Rome.39 This view of Virgil’s workwas still shared in the twelfth century.
The accessus attributed to Anselm of Laon begins withVirgil’s intentio: to
praise Augustus, thereby suppressing much historical truth and adding
certain poetic fictions.40

This mingling of fiction with factual details may well have been con-
fusing to some members of a court audience for a fictional romance
in the twelfth century, not because they were like the proverbial back-
woodsman at a theatrical performance who leapt onto the stage to save
the heroine from the villain,41 but rather because they may still have
been unacquainted with the new (and complex) phenomenon of liter-
ary fiction.42 The reaction of an audience unused to such novel demands
could have been to take the whole fiction (not just the historical, factual
details in it) as representing actual facts or events. They mistakenly
regarded a fiction as historia.43

To define fiction in terms of events that could not conceivably have
taken place brings us, as the next step, to the rhetorical definition of
fabula. In treating it now I abandon the sliding scale of the three types
of narrative (moving progressively away from reality in the sequence
historia–argumentum–fabula) in favour of a logical order, discussing
the two extremes, historia and fabula, before the middle position,
argumentum.
Fabula, sometimes explicitly designated ‘untrue’,44 comprises events

which are not simply untrue, but not even like the truth, not even
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plausible. Markers to make this clear include fictive happenings such
as those in Ovid’s Metamorphoses or the intervention of the gods in
human affairs in Homer and Virgil. They can also consist of fictive
creatures, those that fly in the face of reality (Isidore’s definition of fabula
includes the words ‘contra naturam’, against nature)45 such as animals
that speak. This raises the question, difficult to answer, how far these
happenings and creatures were possibly believed in, how far the author
could rely on their being seen through as fictitious.46 Even if they were
not seen through, this does not make of the fiction a lying deception,
since by using such features the author has at least given a signal which is
transparent for him and also potentially for his audience. Inwhat follows
we shall come across evidence for two possible reactions to these features:
their acceptance as true, but also suspicion or scepticism. From this
there follow two reactions to fictionality: an inability and an ability to
recognise its presence, in other words the fact of a twofold audience.47 In
recognising this we must avoid assuming a straightforward replacement
of credulity by scepticism over the course of time (Marco Polo, who
had travelled to the Far East, still believed in the existence of Prester
John, who also, even later, lurked behind the voyages of discovery of
Henry the Navigator and Vasco da Gama).48 Even those who did not
acknowledge the presence of fictionality may not simply have failed to
recognise signals to it, for they may have maintained (for example, as
clerical rigorists) that the fiction stood in no relation to actual events or
facts and was therefore simply untruth. Hence the equation of fabula
and fictions based on it with lies.

As an example of fabula as the basis of a fiction I take the medieval
Latin beast epic Ecbasis captivi. By its very genre, in the tradition of
Aesop’s fables regularly quoted as obviously fictitious, this work must be
classed a fiction.49 Quintilian says of this genre that the more simple-
minded take pleasure in listening to ‘quae ficta sunt’ (what has been
made up), while Isidore locates its fictionality in the fact that animals are
presentedwith the gift of speech (‘fictorummutorum animalium inter se
conloquio’, conversation between invented dumb animals).50 Although
theEcbasisbelongs to a genre traditionally recognised as fictional, its nov-
elty consists in the invention of a new narrative plot with a more ambi-
tious structure than the beast fabula or fabella usually shows or than
can be assumed for the stock of vulgares fabellae on which the author
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may have drawn.51 The author makes his audience aware of his work’s
fictional status from the beginning. He first states what his undertaking
is not, distancing himself from what used to be the practice, namely to
concern oneself with deeds that had actually been performed (res gestae)
and written up (notator and scriptus) on the basis of what an eyewitness
(visus) or at least credible hearsay (auditor certus) had reported.52 What
the author here keeps aloof from is nothing other than historia, not
merely because of his reference to res gestae, but because he sums up
the traditional view of the historian. (For Isidore no one in antiquity
wrote historywho had notwitnessed the events himself, andKonrad von
Hirsau defines the historiographus succinctly as the ‘rei visae scriptor’,
one who writes up what he has seen.)53 Instead of history the author of
the Ecbasis presents a ‘rara fabella’, strange fable (39), where the noun, a
diminutive of fabula, denotes a fictional story and the adjective suggests
that it is factually not entirely reliable.54 This hint gives way to certainty,
however,when thework is termed a lyingbook (40: ‘mendosamcartam’),
but useful (‘utilia multa’) because of its ethical content. If the work is
described as lying this is hardly because of any rejection of its fictional
nature, for otherwise it would not be recommended as useful, nor would
the author conclude it by placing himself in the line of Horace’s satires,
giving delight together with instruction.55 Instead, the word ‘lying’ was
probably used because of the lack of a theoretical place and critical
vocabulary for medieval fictionality,56 so that it reflects the conventional
contrast between historical truth and fabula or lies.

We come now to the third type of narrative, argumentum. Both
Bernard of Utrecht and Konrad von Hirsau, by using the phrase ‘dubiae
rei fidem faciens’ (conferring credibility on something doubtful), under-
line the ability of an argumentum to appear plausible.57 Theoretically,
argumentum occupies middle ground between historia and fabula:
because of its fictional content it is linked to fabula and distinct from
historia, but because of its plausibility it resembles historia and differs
from fabula.58 This middling position of argumentummade it attractive
to authors of the twelfth century who sought the freedom to invent their
narrative, but were constrained to present it as plausible or even (if by
non-factual criteria) as truthful.

Gottfried’sTristan has been discussed in terms of argumentum or veri-
similitude, in particular the episode of Tristan’s combat with Morold.59
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Defining twelfth-century fictionality

Chinca has shown that this was seen as a single combat both by
received opinion (‘al die werlde’) and by the authoritative source
(6870–1) which at the beginning of his work Gottfried took pains
to equate with historical truth and which is here expressly termed
‘diu wârheit’, the truth (6881). Like the author of the Ecbasis captivi
Gottfried then deviates from this historically true version (6875 ff.), so
that his account, no longer of a facta res (something that happened),
is a ficta res (something made up), but one which, in contrast to the
manifest impossibilities of a beast fable, he proposes to show is wârbaere
(6880), i.e. probable, plausible, fictionally true, by means of an imagi-
native interpretation of the episode. This he does by converting the
combat between two men into a conflict of principle, for Morold may
have the strength of four men, but Tristan is supported, on an abstract
level which gains him victory over mere force, by God and the allegori-
cal figures of justice and a willing heart (6881ff.). By thus going against
historical truth Gottfried opens up a new perspective in his fiction but,
in remaining within the bounds of plausibility, he invites his audience’s
complicity. To the poet’s ironically expressed pride in his achievement
(6896: ‘als übel als ich doch bilden kan’, as imperfectly as I can depict
it) there corresponds the need for his audience to agree to the truth
of his version (6901: ‘nu habet ir ez vür wâr vernomen’, now you have
heard it as the truth). A consensus between author and audience has
been established on the basis of its plausibility.

A comparable interpretation, even if it lacks the pointer to plausibility
inwârbaere, is possible with another episode, where Tristan is clothed in
readiness for his knighting ceremony.60 With Tristan’s thirty compan-
ions Gottfried has no difficulty in presenting them, for he will simply
follow the source (4557), which we know already to be ‘historically true’.
Tristan himself is more difficult, so much so that Gottfried fully five
times casts doubt on his ability to do justice to his description.61 All this
suggests that some special literary effect is aimed at, but it also insin-
uates a question: why does Gottfried not follow his source here, too?
(Eventually he does, but only after insistently raising this disturbing
question.) If the source is not (immediately) followed, this suggests a
possible deviation from the historical truth incorporated in it, as later
in the Morold combat. What follows at some length is confined to
literature rather than history: the review of contemporary poets and a
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Defining twelfth-century fictionality

prayer for poetic inspiration to enable Gottfried to achieve his version.
In the end, four allegorical figures prepare Tristan (4965 ff.), as they
had his companions (4561ff.). The irony of this rhetorical build-up,
achieved with so much difficulty, is that Tristan resembles his com-
panions in outward clothing, but surpasses them inwardly, invisibly
(4986ff.).

The fictionality of this episode in Gottfried depends on four features,
in each of which the author is not tied to following his source and
cannot therefore ultimately claim its historical truth for himself. One
of the criteria for Gottfried’s depiction is that it should be acceptable
to his audience (4593: ‘daz man ez gerne verneme’, that you may gladly
hear it; 4596: ‘daz iu gel̂ıche und iu behage’ that it may please and suit
you), whilst another is that it should fit in with the overall purpose
and meaning of his narrative (4594: ‘und an dem maere wol gezeme’,
and be fitting for the story; 4597: ‘und schône an disem maere stê’, and
contribute to the beauty of this story).62 Each of these points is repeated
and, coming so close together, they drive out any idea that Gottfried’s
primary obligation is to source and attested truth, rather than to an
imaginative interpretation of events that will meet with his audience’s
approval. This approval depends, thirdly, on his making his version
plausible. When at the beginning of this episode (4558ff.) Gottfried
challenges any objector to provide a better alternative he knows that no
one in his audience can outdo him in studying the historical sources he
claims to have consulted in the prologue. In other words, they are being
invited to accept his version as plausible, as is the case with the game
played by Hartmann von Aue with his (fictive) know-all interrupter in
Erec.63 This clothing episode in Tristan is meant to be as wârbaere, as
much in conformitywith verisimilitude, as theMorold combat. Like this
episode it rests on complicity between author and audience.On reaching
the point where Tristan is clothed allegorically the poet is confident that
he has his audience with him (4963: ‘mac ich die volge von iu hân’, if I
may have your agreement), so much so that when it comes to entrusting
Tristan to the allegorical figures Gottfried does this in conjunction with
his audience (4976: ‘so bevelhenwir in vieren/unsern friunt Tristanden’,
so let us entrust our friend Tristan to the four of them). In both these
episodes complicity with the audience is present, a collusion which is
central to fictionality and to which we now turn.
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The two most common ways of describing this collusion are
Coleridge’s ‘willing suspension of disbelief ’64 and ‘make-believe’, the
latter incorporated in our definition as an invitation to the audience to
be willing to make-believe. Coleridge’s phrase is still used occasionally,65

but criticisms have been voiced. Walton calls it misleading, but unhelp-
fully gives no reason for this judgment, whilst Searle, talking of the
logical status of fictional discourse, is more explicit.66 Using his obser-
vation, wemay say that we do not abandon or even suspend our disbelief
when we encounter animals in the Ecbasis captivi gifted with the power
of speech or, to take an extreme, but still valid example, when faced
with the opening episode in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight in which
the Green Knight, having just had his head chopped off, calmly picks
it up and departs, warning Gawain that he will return the compliment
at a given time.67 On the contrary, we remain firm in our disbelief in
the reality or truth of what is narrated in works like these. Even in less
extreme cases only naı̈ve or untrained members of the audience could
be seen as suspending disbelief or as believing, whilst the reaction of
others, accepting the invitation to complicity with the author, is both to
disbelieve the reality of what is presented and to be willing to entertain
the possibility of poetic or narrative truth.

More convincing is the term ‘make-believe’. Of this concept, applied
to fiction, it has been said that the author intends us to make-believe his
text, but also to recognise that very intention, so that a tacit agreement is
established.68 To make-believe, as distinct from believing, implies that
the make-believer adopts a dual point of view. At one and the same
time he believes that Mr Pickwick is bald and also that there never was
a Mr Pickwick, so that he cannot have been bald.69 These conflicting
beliefs are contradictory only for one who refuses to pretend or make-
believe. In the knowing collusion between author and audience the
latter undertake imaginatively to believe what they know to be fictive,
so that author and audience are both playing a double game of belief
and disbelief.70 (How useful this concept can be, both in philosophical
and in literary scholarship, can be seen from the fact that Walton has
entitled his book Mimesis as make-believe, whilst Morgan’s essay on
the fictionality of the Greek romance is called ‘Make-believe and make
believe’.) Central to this game ofmake-believe is the fact that two parties
are knowingly engaged on it.71 This collusion between two parties in
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fiction has been described by various terms such as ‘tacit agreement’,
‘convention’, ‘connivance’ or ‘contract’.72 It involves the audience in
consciously adopting an attitude which Lamarque and Olsen term a
‘fictive stance’: to make-believe that a fictional statement is true, while
knowing that it is not.73

Such a fictive stancemeans that the audience cannot be deceived, that
fiction for them is not the same as deception or lying (involving the con-
scious wish to deceive). The wish to deceive cannot be present when sig-
nals to the author’s intention ormeaning are given and are recognised by
the audience (and even when theymay fail to recognise them).74 As long
as they know that they are dealing with fiction they know that the author
does not really have knowledge of the events he recounts.75 Similarly,
Sir Philip Sidney could absolve poetry (in our case fiction) of the charge
of lying: ‘Now, for the poet, he nothing affirmeth, and therefore never
lieth. For, as I take it, to lie, is to affirm that to be true which is false.’76

Even though fiction cannot be stamped as lying, medieval sources
often refer to what we should term fiction as if it were lying. Amongst
the reasons for this we may adduce three. First, rigorist critics of fiction,
refusing to adopt a fictive stance with which they had no sympathy,
argued that if fiction did not purvey the truth, then it must indulge in
lies. Already in Greek antiquity Solon, as reported by Plutarch, took up
an uncompromising stand against the fiction of classical tragedy, argu-
ing that an untruth was a lie, regardless of intention, effect or context.77

With regard to the three rhetorical types of narrative Konrad vonHirsau
refrains from saying that argumentum is characterised by verisimili-
tude; he thereby fails to acknowledge that, coming between fabula and
historia, it may be fictional, but has the force of truth. For him secular,
fictional literature is simply mendacious.78

Secondly, rivalry amongst authors means that one could denigrate
the fiction of another by dismissing it as lies. This is a ploy frequently
adopted by ioculatores (minstrels) in competition with one another and
ready to assert that their own songs are historically true, whilst others
are mere fables. Accusing rivals of mendacity need not even mean that
one’s own narrative is of unimpeachable veracity.79 Thirdly, to refer to a
fiction as a liemay be simply the result of a situation common to classical
antiquity and the Middle Ages, namely the absence in both periods of a
specific term and a theoretical home for the new genre of the romance
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Defining twelfth-century fictionality

and the fictionality that characterised it.80 Lexical embarrassment may
therefore lie behindWace’s hovering between conte and fable in referring
to stories about Arthur.81

It can also happen that some modern scholars refer to a medieval
work as fiction where there is no evidence that its author intended to
be seen through and provided signals to that effect. Here confusion is
sown by the ambiguity of the modern term ‘fiction’, possessing both
the technical meaning that concerns us (‘a fictive composition’) and
the non-technical, colloquial meaning (‘falsehood, deceit, fabrication’).
From our point of view: where there is no evidence for a conscious
contract between author and audience the former is to be seen as tricking
and deceiving his audience, not as colluding with them in a game of
make-believe.

This is relevant to a work standing at the font of Arthurian literature,
for Geoffrey of Monmouth’s history has been termed a fiction, which
can only be accepted in the colloquial sense of that word, not in the
technical one. For example, Fichte makes no clear distinction between
these usages of the modern term in applying it to Geoffrey’s work. He
calls it ‘for the most part fictional’, he refers to its ‘fictitious plot’ and can
even designate it outright a ‘fiction’.82 This raises the question whether
Geoffrey meant his work to be regarded as fiction or as history, however
falsified the latter may have been. Anticipating our later argument, we
may say now simply that it was presented as history (as Fichte himself
concedes), even as quasi-history.83 Geoffrey’s work was meant to serve
very real political purposes of the Anglo-Norman dynasty, to assist their
image-boosting vis-à-vis the French royal house, so that wemay ask how
this aim would have been served (and how his work would have been
received) if he had made it clear that he was presenting not a history
(however bowdlerised), but a fiction to which no factual credence need
be attached.84 He did not mean his ‘history’ to be seen through as a
fiction by those whose interests it was to serve.

The most important feature of our working definition is thus the
complicity between author and audience in fictionality, the need for
this to be made clear to the audience and their readiness to adopt a
fictive stance. So far we have discussed this only in theoretical terms
(apart from two episodes from Gottfried’s Tristan), so that it is time to
illustrate it in literary practice.
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Once more, classical precedents may assist us. Our first example
comes from Ovid, whose complicity with his audience underpins his
Metamorphoses, where at one point two possible reactions for his au-
dience are demonstrated.85 Everyone, including Lelex singled out by
name, is persuaded by Achelous into believing his story (8.612: credentes,
trusting), they accept as a factum what is in itself mirabile, miraculous
(8.611) because it is convincing. That is, everyone except Pirithous, for
whom these stories are ficta, fictions. By building these two contradic-
tory reactions into his poem Ovid makes it clear to his audience that
they must be both Lelex and Pirithous, that a double stance, believing
yet disbelieving, is a necessary condition for appreciating his fiction.

More explicit is what Macrobius has to say on the complicity be-
tween Virgil and his audience in understanding the Dido episode in
the Aeneid.86 For Macrobius, as for others,87 this episode is without
historical backing for, quite apart from the fact that Dido and Aeneas
were not historical contemporaries, Macrobius is aware of the pointedly
literary manner in which Virgil has gone to work here. He has borrowed
the substance of this love-affair from the Argonautica of Apollonius,
transferringwhat had been said of Medea and Jason toDido andAeneas.
The procedure is one of an author of fiction, disposing of material from
various sources, literary and historical, for his own purposes (‘non de
unius racemis vindemiam sibi fecit’, he did not make his vintage from
the vine of one grower) with no regard for overall historical veracity.
Macrobius therefore feels justified in calling Virgil’s work a fabula. As
regards the reception of this fabulaMacrobius is informative about the
reaction not merely of himself, but of the whole world (universitas).
He says that everyone knows this fabula to be false, presenting only the
appearance of truth (‘speciem veritatis’, the appearance of truth, and ‘pro
vero’, as if it were true), because they know that Dido was chaste and laid
hands on herself only to safeguard her honour. Nonetheless, such is the
beauty of Virgil’s account (‘pulchritudo narrandi’) that they suppress
within themselves the testimony of the (historical) truth (‘intra consci-
entiam veri fidem prementes’) and prefer to celebrate as true the charm
of fiction (‘malint pro vero celebrari quod pectoribus humanis dulcedo
fingentis infudit’). Macrobius describes here how Virgil’s audience, fully
aware of the historical truth, nonetheless accept his fiction as if it were
true by a process of make-believe of which they are conscious. In so
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doing they carry out their part of the fictional contract, and Macrobius
describes their reaction as their connivance (‘coniveant tamen fabulae’,
yet they connive with the story). A modern classical scholar still shares
Macrobius’ view today, for Feeney speaks of Virgil’s ‘awareness of the
power of his fictive art to command credence even in the face of the
audience’s knowledge that the anachronistic affair between Aeneas and
Dido is the poet’s own created fiction’.88

In the twelfth century John of Salisbury was equally aware that fiction
conflicted with history on this point (‘Poetica licentia fidem peruertens
historiae’, poetic licence distorting the reliability of history), on the
grounds both of Dido’s chastity ( pudicissima) and of time-difference
(ex ratione temporum).89 In his discussion of the fictio auctoris vonMoos
interprets the same author’s prologue to Policraticus as amounting to
a confession of fictional details in which his readers, alerted to them
from the beginning, are to work with the author, not against him.90

John confesses that he has made use of lies in the shape of invented
authorities and adds that he will call his friend whoever may correct his
errors. This admission, at such an exposed place, is seen by von Moos
as an implicit invitation to educated readers to be on the alert in what
follows, not to take every quotation at face value. Their task is to enter
into cooperation with the author, to be his knowing accomplices.91 In
this they are as aware of what they are doing as was Macrobius (and
John of Salisbury himself ) in reading Virgil.

For a vernacular example of the fictional contract we come back to
the Tristan story, this time to Gottfried’s source, Thomas. When he
narrates how Tristran was to send Guvernal to fetch Yseut to cure his
wound Thomas refers to the traditional story and to how Breri dif-
fered from it (Douce 845 ff.), but then instead of following Breri as
presumably providing the more trustworthy account Thomas goes his
own way, giving his reasons why it cannot credibly have been Guvernal,
too well known at court, who was the messenger.92 The truth of this
detail depends for Thomas not on any historically attested source, but
rather on its imaginative plausibility. In rehearsing his doubts about
Guvernal’s suitability Thomas does not make authorial statements,
but asks questions of his audience (Douce 871ff.), inviting their response
and participation. They are to join him in an imaginative experiment
in which he seeks their connivance.
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The last point in our definition which calls for comment is the fact
that the object of the game of make-believe is what would otherwise
be regarded as untrue, a formulation meant to suggest the replacement
of historical or factual truth by a concept of truth that may be termed
literary or imaginative or fictional. (Lamarque and Olsen may argue as
philosophers against regarding fictionality in terms of truth at all, but
for medieval fiction, breaking free from the absolute antithesis between
truth and untruth and dependent in this on the three types of narra-
tive defining degrees of truthfulness, this association was historically
inescapable.) It is the opponents of medieval fiction, those still tied to
this absolute antithesis, who criticise it for not corresponding to factual
truth, for being therefore mendacious.93 Not everything they called a
lie is fiction (witness the attacks of clerical litterati on the inaccuracy of
oral history or the criticisms by contemporary historians of Geoffrey of
Monmouth),94 but neither is fiction, as they claimed, a lie. Instead, by
occupying middle ground fictionality is neither true nor untrue,95 even
though it may pretend in self-defence to convey truth (if not factual
truth).

This middling status of fictionality was known to classical antiquity.
The essays edited by Gill and Wiseman on fiction in the ancient world
contain numerous references to or questions about fiction as ‘a game of
truth in which we pretend to forget that lies are lies; or in which the
ordinary rules of truth and falsehood are both simulated and suspended’
or as standing ‘between “telling the truth” and “lying”’.96 The episode
in Ovid’s Metamorphoses in which we are invited to be both Lelex and
Pirithous concerns an account which is both true ( factum) and untrue
( ficta). More clearly defined and lasting through to the Middle Ages is
the rhetorical position of argumentum in particular as themeeting-point
of two binary oppositions.97 The first is between the fictional ( fabula,
argumentum) and the non-fictional (historia), the second between what
approximates to reality (historia, argumentum) and what is quite im-
plausible ( fabula). From this grouping argumentum, for our purposes
the most interesting of these three types of narrative, is both fictional
and also plausibly true in being verisimilar.

For a twelfth-century vernacular formulation we turn to the passage
inWace’s Roman de Brut in which he distinguishes his own claim to have
written a historical work from the tales about Arthur and the adventures
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of theRoundTable.98 These tales are recountedbyprofessionalminstrels
whose work Wace dismisses as mere fables and who themselves are no
more than fablëors (storytellers), so thatWace stands close to the equally
critical attitude of WilliamofMalmesbury towards theArthurian nugae,
naeniae and fabulae propagated by the Britons.99 Important for our pur-
pose is Wace’s description of the content of these Arthurian tales, for
they are neither completely lying nor completely true (9793: ‘Ne tut
mençunge ne tut veir,/Ne tut folie ne tut saveir’, neither all a lie nor all
truth, neither all folly nor all wisdom). With this phrase it is difficult
to imagine that Wace conceived these minstrels’ tales as already incor-
porating what Chrétien only later achieved in his romances in express
opposition to this kind of oral tale, namely the creation of fiction not
as factual, but as narrative truth.100 Instead, Wace conceivably had in
mind the conflation of what were regarded as historical facts (9747ff.:
the figure of Arthur and his establishment of the Round Table) with
fictional accretions (9789f.: merveilles and aventures) such as troubled
William of Malmesbury, who likewise accepted the historical figure of
Arthur while rejecting the fables told about him.101 Wace’s words show
how well the matière de Bretagne lent itself to the subsequent develop-
ment of fiction by Chrétien. They represent the first ‘theoretical’ formu-
lation in themedieval vernacular of a break with the dichotomy between
true and untrue, the first suggestion that these stories, like Chrétien’s
romances soon afterwards, could occupy middle ground between these
two poles.102 To judge fictionality in terms of this dichotomy is there-
fore to apply a foreign criterion to it, but at least Wace saw that these
exclusive categories did not apply.

In this Wace may even be said to have anticipated modern theorists
on fictionality.103 Walton puts it that part of a person believes something
in fiction which another part of him disbelieves or that to half believe
something is to be not quite sure that it is true, but also not quite sure
that it is not true.104 Morgan argues that within the world of the novel
(we could say equally: of the romance) the statements that make it up
are fictionally true, but outside that literary world they are factually
untrue, and both author and audience acknowledge them to be so in
their rational minds.105
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